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ABSTRACT
A framework for the study of path integrals on ad6lic spaces is developed, and it
is shown that a family of path space measures on the localizations of an algebraic
number field may, under certain conditions, be combined to form a global path space
measure on its ade'le ring. An operator on the field of p-adic numbers analogous
to the harmonic oscillator operator is then analyzed, and used to construct an
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type process on the ade'le ring of the rationals.
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0. Introduction
An ultrametric space is a metric space in which the following 'strong' version of
the triangle inequality holds:
(0-1) dist(A, C) maxfdist(A, B), dist(B, C)}.
Such spaces have a topology quite different from that of ordinary Euclidean space.
In particular balls do not have well-defined centers, all triangles axe isosceles and
every open ball is also closed. An ultrametric space divides naturally into a hierarchy
of clusters and sub-clusters - with the distance between any two points equal to the
diameter of the smallest cluster containing them both.
Though the definition and general properties outlined above were first introduced
by Marc Krasner in a 1944 address to the French Academy [Kr44], ultrametric spaces
really date back to the invention by Kurt Hensel in 1897 of p-adic number fields
[Hen97], which have proven invaluable in number theory ever since.
Ultrametricity has recently been discovered in a number of physical systems
[RTV86], and much interest has been shown in the idea of extending physical the-
ories to a setting in which a p-adic field replaces the usual field of real or complex
numbers [BF93]. There axe several motivations for these developments. Some re-
searchers have studied p-adic analogs of physical systems in the hope that they
may shed light on classical problems in number theory ul9O, Sp9O]; others have
proposed more direct physical applications for such theories, speculating that the
topology of space-time itself may become totally disconnected or even p-adic when
looked at on the scale of the Planck length [VV89, Zab89]. Vivaldi and others have
suggested that local fields provide an ideal setting for dynamical systems [Viv92,
VH92], because their non-archimedean nature allows numerical computations to be
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carried out without fear of accumulating round-off errors. Connes and Bost have
studied models of quantum statistical mechanics on ade'lic spaces CB92], which
give rise to phase transitions involving broken symmetry of the Galois group. Much
work has also been done on p-adic string theory [FW87], [Zab89] (see also references
listed in [BF931).
Previous approaches to p-adic quantum mechanics [FO88, Me89, RTVW, VV89]
have typically been based on the Weyl quantization of a semigroup of operators
indexed by a p-adic time parameters We propose a new approach, modeled on
the Heisenberg formulation, in which the time parameter is taken to be real, and
the infinitesimal generator H of time translations, acting on L 2 (complex valued)
functions of a (p-adic) state space vaxiable may be used to construct a measure
on the space of paths from real 'time' to p-adic 'space'. This view brings P-adic
quantum mechanics within the realm of diffusion processes on p-adic and ultrametric
spaces, which have arisen in the study of spin glasses B89] and other physical
systems S85].
Following the discovery by Mezard, Parisi et al. of an ultrametric structure on
the pure spin glass states in the mean field theory of Sherrington and Kirkpatrick
[MP84, Pax931, dynamical processes on ultrametric spaces have emerged as useful
models for studying the behavior of so-called 'disordered' systems. Such systems
- in a 'frustrated' attempt to satisfy as best they can a tangled web of conflicting
constraints - typically progress slowly towards equilibrium according to a hierarchy
of relaxation regimes. They have arisen in a variety of settings - including neural
networks [KT84, PV85], protein folding [St851, and computing structures [HK851.
In trying to gain a better understanding of ultrmetric dynamics, it is natural
to study p-adic. examples in the first instance, because their algebraic structure
brings to hand familiar tools like the Fourier transform, to facilitate a more detailed
analysis than is possible in the general case.
From the number theory point of view, a natural question to ask is whether a
family of diffusions on 'local' p-adic space may be 'lifted' to 'global' ade'lic space.
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For the reader unfamiliar with analytic number theory, a word of explanation is in
order: Consider the field Q of rational numbers. Every prime p determines a special
kind of metric on Q, according to which two numbers are 'close' to each other if
their difference is divisible by a high power of p. The completion QP of Q with
respect to this metric is called the field of p-adic numbers. Because of an analogy
with algebraic geometry, it is also called a localization or local field of Q. Forming
the restricted direct product of all these local fields yields a 'global' object called the
adHe ring 0. (these constructions may be generalized to arbitrary algebraic number
fields, and are summarized in 2.1). A common strategy for solving an equation
on Q, is to first find solutions on all of these local fields, and then check certain
conditions which would allow this family of local solutions to be 'lifted' to a global
solution on 0. This 'local to global' principle has been applied in many different
areas (see [Gel84] for a general discussion). It is natural, then, to ask whether it
may also be applied to diffusion processes, and we show in 3 that a family of path
space measures on the localizations of an algebraic number field may indeed, under
certain conditions, be lifted to a path space measure on its ade'le ring.
In the second half of the thesis a particular example is constructed of a diffusion
process on the ad6le ring of Q, which is analogous in some sense to the Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck velocity process in Euclidean space. The local infinitesimal generator Hp
of this process is introduced in 6 and shown to be trace class, using an analog of
the Feynman-Kae formula developed in §5. The spectrum of Hp divides naturally
into orthogonal and radial components, which are analyzed in detail in 7 and §8,
respectively.
This notion of combining'harmonic oscillators' on each local field Qp to form
a path space measure on may be thought of in analogy with the splitting of
the Euclidean free quantum field into subspaces of differing momenta - where the
convergence of the integral in this case is achieved not by a steady increase in the
size of the 'mass term', but by the topology of the local fields becoming more and
more 4grainy' as p gets bigger, thus providing ever larger potential barriers to confine
particles within the 'unit ball' of p-adic integers.
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1. Local Fields 
1.1 Introduction to p-adic numbers
Let p be a prime and consider a rational number c whose denominator is a power of p.
Then c may be expressed in p- ary (or base p) notation as a finite sequence of digits
ci E lo, ... I P - I punctuated with a 'decimal point':
kCj ... C-1CO C1 ... Ck = C = jP- + + C_1P + co ip + + CkP_
The same notation may be used to represent an arbitrary rational (yielding an infi-
nite but recurring sequence of digits), or indeed any real number (by approximating
it with a sequence of rationals). Note that the p-ary expression for a rational (or
real) number is always of finite length to the left of the decimal point, but may
extend infinitely to the right of it.
In 1897 Hensel devised an alternative scheme - called p-adic notation - that assigns
to each rational number a similar sequence of digits which is of finite length to the
right of the decimal point, but may extend infinitely to the left of it.
For example, while the ternary expression for is 0. 1 1 1 1 1 .... its 3-adic expression2
is ... 11112.0 - as can be verified by 3-adic'long division', or by multiplying to check
that 2 x ... 11112.0) = ... 00001.0 . Sense can be made of such expressions by
introducing to the rational numbers a radically different notion of size and distance
- determined by the following valuation on Q1
Definition 1.0. For a fixed prime p, we define the p-adic norm I lp W by
a k _kb .P P if a and b are coprime to p.
For examples in terms of 3-adic distance, 4110 = 11123 is a good approximation to
4 -4
2 2because the size of their difference is 141 - 1 13 = 1.3 13 = 3
la valuation is a metric defined on a number field that is compatible with its algebraic structure
in a sense that will be made precise in 2.1.
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Definition 11. The field of p-adic numbers is the completion Q'P of , with
respect to the p-adic norm I 1p.
In general the p-adic distance between two numbers is pk if, when written in p-
adic notation, the k th digit is the rightmost digit in which they differ. Thus p-adic
numbers may be thought of as comprising an infinite tree, with the branches at
height k indexed by the kth digit in the p-adic expansion.
FIGURE 1. 1. Two schematic views of 3-adic space.
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1.2 p-adic Fourier transform
Definition 12. The fundamental character X : QP --+ C is the function
7riA(c) --, [ 0, 1) c R is given by
X(C = e , where A p
A ... C-1CO ClC2 ... Ck) = O-ClC2 ... Ck
Definition 13. The Fourier transform Jr: L 2(QP) --+ L2(QP is
(-FV) W = X(x) v(x) dx.
P
Many of the properties of the usual Fourier transform carry over to the p-adic
case [Tai751, [V1881- We will mostly be concerned with the special case where v is
'radially symmetric' in the sense that v(x) depends only on the norm Jx1p of x In
this case, we write v(x) = Vk if X = k , and the Fourier transform of v (which
is also radially symmetric) may be written as
-P-1 ) 1: Pk Vk - PV-1+1-
k<-l
All of the above constructions may be generalized to the case where Q is replaced
by an arbitrary algebraic number field k, and p by a prime ideal of k [We671.
The p-adic norm is then Jx1p = Np-j, where Np is the number of cosets of in the
ring of algebraic integers op in kp, and j is the laxgest number such that x E PI
0 I X1 ... X I x1 ... , xj E if > ,
Here p = OP, while Pi =
I x I x. y E Op for all E PJ}, if i < .
The Fourier transform may be defined in exactly the same way once a fundamental
character is chosen (see [Ta5O]). The generalization of (1-1) is as follows:
 = ( - Np-') E N Pk Vk - Np-'v-l+,.
k<-l
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2. Path Space Measures
2.1 The topology of ade'lic space
Let k be an algebraic number field, of finite degree over
A valuation on k is a function I p : k -- R satisfying:
W IX.Ylp IXIPIYIP,
(ii) 1XI = = ,
(iii) I + IP < IXI + YIP.
There are two types of valuations on k:
(i) Non-Archimedean valuations, indexed by the set qf of prime ideals in k.
(ii) Archimedean valuations, which are indexed by the (finite) set ,,. of embeddings
of k into C or R (the so-called "infinite primes").
For example, if k = Q, then qf is the collection of p-adic norms defined in 1.1,
and ... has as its single element the standard norm on (which may be thought
of as the unique embedding of , into R, composed with the absolute value on R).
We will use to denote any subset of U qf. For each in q, we define kp
to be the completion of k with respect to I p. Following the usual conventions, we
use op to denote the unit ball or ring of integers in kp, the invertible elements of
kp, and up the group of units in op. Non-Archimedean valuations satisfy a stronger
version of (iii) known as the ultrametric triangle inequality:
(2.1) Ix + y1p max(jx1p, lylp),
making the topology of kp quite different from that of Euclidean space. kp, kx op
and up are complete, separable metric spaces, with topology generated by balls of
the form
Ball(zprp = xp : lxp-Zplp < rp}.
15
These open balls also generate a algebra of Borel sets, and there is a standard
invariant measure on kp with respect to which y(f x : I x I p 1 = 1. For E qf the
41
measure of Ball(zp, rp) is Np-j where i E Z is chosen so that Np-J < rp Np -I
(Np = cardinality of op/pop). There is also an invariant measure on kx which for
P E qf is normalized so that 1X : 1XI = } = .
We formulate the following results in terms of 0, kp and op, but with slight mod-
ifications they are also valid for U, kx and up. The Adele Group of k is theP
restricted direct product of the kp's with respect to the op's; this means the group
of ordered sequences x = (XP)PET such that each xp E kp and xp E op for all but
finitely many p. carries a topology generated by cylinder sets of the form
".S,+ Op,
7JX XX
pes
where S denotes a finite subset of , and X a measurable subset of HP ES kp. These
cylinders also generate a algebra of Borel sets, making into a measure space.
There is a standard measure on with respect to which the measure of USX in
0 is the same as the measure of X in rPES kp. For n > , O = 0 x ... x 0
carries the product topology generated by "box" sets of the form
nU(X(i) J_ UX(0
S, S,+
which also generate the algebra Bn (on) of Borel sets in on.
We next consider the space O' of ordered sequences of numbers in 0, and the space
OT of functions : T --+ 0 where T is a subset of R. (O-) and BT(OT) are
the a-algebras of Borel sets generated in each case by the open sets in the product
topology. It is convenient to give the following alternate formulation of . and BT:
The collection of finite subsets of T form a partially ordered set with respect to
inclusion. For each = ti, tn} in E, there is a projection ir, : T _ 0, given
by
(W(ti), W(tn)) 
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And for any a, E E with r C a, there is a restriction map7r,, : O' - '. There
are also natural projections 7rn : O' --* O' and restrictions 7rnk : , __+ k. It is
easy to see that .(O') is the o-algebra generated by the pull-backs of Borel sets
under these projections:
7r (A,) A, E B(On), n > 1},n
while BT( OT) is the o-algebra generated by the pull-backs
17r*(A,) : A, E B,(00'), 0 E E}
In fact every Borel set in (OT, BT) is of the form 7r*(A,,,,, , where = (tl, t2....P
is a countable subset of T and A,,. is a Borel set in ',
2.2 Kolmogorov theorems
In this section we present two well-known theorems which were due originally to
Kolmogorov, but have since been adapted to a more general context. The exposition
is based closely on ([Sh84], Ch.II 3 - but see also [Tor7l]).
In order to establish the existence of path space measures, we shall need the following
standard result from measure theory (which we quote without proof - see [Sh84]):
Theorem 20. Caratheodory's Theorem.
Let be a space, A an algebra of its subsets and = A) the o-algebra generated
by A. Let be a -finite measure on (Q, A). Then there is a unique measure A
on (Q, B) which extends go.
Theorem 21. Komolgorov Theorem for .
Let P, p2 I ... be a sequence of regular probability measures on 02 1 ... which
are consistent in the sense that
Pn+I(An X = pn(An), for An E 6n(On).
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Then there is a unique probability measure Poo on (000, B.) such that
,P'(ir (An)) = P(A.), for A, E B,(On).n
Proof. pn is regular means that pn(An) = pjpn (Cn) Cn c An, Cn compact}
- a condition we shall make use of later. Let A000) be the algebra of all cylinder
sets
A(O' = 17r* (Bn) : Bn E Bn (on), n > 1.n
We define a measure Po on ' A) by Po (7r* (Bn)) = pn(Bn)- It is straightforward
to check that this definition is consistent and that Po is finitely additive. We
check a-additivity below. Since 8 is the a-algebra generated by A, it follows from
Caratheodory's Theorem that there is a unique measure P' on (000, 6,0) such that
POO(A) = Po(A), for A E A.
Po will be or-additive as long as it is "continuous at zero". This means that
lim P(Bn) = 0 for any sequence of sets Bn} which satisfy Bn I 0, n --+ oo.
n--+oo
Suppose to the contraxy that Po(Bn) --+ 6 > We may assume without loss of
generality that Bn = 7r* bn, for some f3n E Sn (on). Since (on, Bn, pn) is a regular
n
measure, for each f3n E 8n(On) we can find a compact subset An of on with
n+1pn(Bn \ An) < b12 Form the set
nOn 7r* and let ir*(60-U nk(Ak) Cn
k=1
Then since the sets Bn decrease,
n
Po(Bn \ Cn) < Epn (f3n\An) /2.
k=1
By assumption lim Po(Bn) = b; therefore lim PO(Cn) b1 > .
n--+oo n-oo
Let us show that this contradicts the condition Cn 0-
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(n) WChoose a point (x , X '... in Cn. Then (X(n)'... 'X(n) ) E On, for n > .1 2 1 n
Let (ni) be a subsequence of (n) such that the sequence x (ni) converges to a pointI
A of 01. Let (n2) be a subsequence of (ni) such that (x (ni),X(n2)) -- + (X07 0)E1 1 2 1 2
Similarly let (x(ni) ... Ix (nk)) , (XO .... I A E Ok 1 k 1 k
Finally form the diagonal sequence (Mk), whereM k is the k th term of (nk). Then
XMk) 0 0as Mk -- + 00 for i = 1 2 ... ;and (1 I .... E Cn for n = , 2,-
which evidently contradicts the assumption that Cn 0 as n --+ oo. F1
Theorem 22. Komolgorov Theorem for T.
Let IP'J Es be a family of regular measures on f (O', B,)} which are consistent in
the sense that
P'(7r*.,(A,) = P(A,), for A, E 8,(O'r), whenever D7.
Then there is a unique probability measure pT on (OT, BT) such that
pT (7r*(Ar)) = pr (Ar), for A r E B, O'r)r
OT)Proof. Let E BT( Then there is a finite subset of T such that = (Bs),
for some bs E Bs(0s)- We define the required measure pT by
pT (B = P(f3s),
where P(Os, Bs) is the measure whose existence was established by the previous
theorem.
It is easy to check that this definition is consistent. To show countable additivity, let
OT)Bn} be a sequence of pairwise disjoint sets in BT( . Then each B = rs*, (Bs.)
for some countable subset of T and the union of these countable sets S is
countable. So
00 00 00
pT( U Bn = P(U Bn) Ps(Bn)1
n=1 n=1 n=1
by the countable additivity of Ps, which concludes the proof of the theorem. El
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3. Heat Kernels
We turn now to the question of how such a consistent family of regulax measures
may be constructed. We will consider two kinds of measures - conditional measures,
on spaces of paths which staxt from a specified basepoint b at an initial time to, and
unconditional measures, on spaces of paths which may be sampled at any time t E R.
Suppose we have, for each E q, an (unbounded) positive, self-adjoint operator
Hp on L(kp), and that the heat kernel kP of e-tHp satisfies the properties:
(3.1) kp(x, y) 0 and kP(x, y) dy = .
t t
P
Suppose further that we axe given an "initial time" to E R and a basepoint b E 
and that there is a finite subset Ro of such that
(3.2) kO(x, bp) dx > , for all t > 11 t
PET\RO P
Alternatively, assume that each Hp has a unique ground state Qp, with
kP(x, y) 0, Qp(y) 0 IIQPIIL2 = land Hp Qp = ,
and that the following condition is satisfied:
(3.21) E Qp(x)' dx < o.
PET\1ZO P\O P
We will use this family of heat kernels to define the consistent family of regular
measures required. It follows from 3.1) (resp. 3.1')) that Hp defines a local path
space measure on kp for each E q. We will show that if 3.2) (resp. 3.2')) is also
satisfied, these local measures may be combined to form a global measure on the
path space of 0. We will need the following standard result from measure theory
(which we quote without proof - see [Rao871, 2.3):
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Theorem 30. Henry's Extension.
Let be a topological space, A a subalgebra of the Borel 0-algebra, B generated by
the open sets of , and p A -- R a function that is (1) finitely additive and (ii)
inner regular in the sense that for each A E A,
y(A) = sup I p(C) : C C A, C E A, C compact (and closed)}.
Then can be extended to a Radon (therefore regular) measure on B. If the
o-algebra generated by A is B, then the extension is unique.
Let Ai be the set of subsets of 0 which are finite unions of sets of the form 7-'X
where S is a finite subset of q3, X is a measurable subset of HP ES P E f 0,
and
7,IX - X go 7,IX - X g+ 7'1X - X (go g+),
"S'o - SI S,+ I "S,- - S S
where 9+ op and g is the restricted direct product of the p's with
= lPET\S S
respect to the Op's, over E q \ S. Note that = 0 E Al. We check that Al is
closed under finite complements and intersections and is therefore an algebra. For
complements, we have
7,IX C (XC) 7,IX C X C 7,IX -)
"S'o u's UX U U(X') U U
'O S, S'o -S,+ S'o
We next consider intersections of the form 7,Ix n Y In view of the following
'S1'O'1 S2, O'2 
relations we may assume without loss of generality that S, = S2: If 1Z is a finite
subset of \ S then, using the notation kiz = fj kp, o = op, we have
PER PER
(3-3) ZJX 71X x k' U 1X x kx 71X _UXXOR 7,IX -UXX(k'z\On)U 7"XX4
"S'o V1SU'K'+ "SUIZ,- "S,+ - SUIZI+ -- S,- - Suez,+ "SU'R,-
71X 71X 71X Uxnyn Y - Uxny "S,+ n Y Uxny was,_ n Y
-- S'o S'o - S'o S,+ S,+ S,- S,-
71X 7,IX Uxny 71X
.,,+ n Y - xny "S, n Y "S,+ n UY_ 0S'o - S,+ S'o S,-
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Let A,, be the set of subsets of O' which are finite (w.l.o.g. disjoint) unions of
productsof sets in Al. It is easy to check that A,, is an algebra. Let = t,,... t}
be an unordered subset of R with t > ... > t (also t > to in the conditional
case). We define the function y, : , -- Ro initially on sets of the form
Af X'} = rJn JJX- here : Ir __ 0, +, -, and then extend by finite additiv-Wity. Let p,(A) =TfX"-}
,S, x s',,, where in the conditional case
... ksSr (Xn, Xn-1) ... ks (X2,xi)k's (xibs)An... dxl,
tn-tn- 1 t2-tl t1-to
n
r Xi
i=1
bs = bp)p ES, and J , is defined by induction on
with k(xy) k1'(xpyp)1 S
t t
PES
the number of t E for which a(ti) = '-'as follows:
(0) If is empty, JS = 
(1) If o(ti) = '+'for all t E r,
JO" 11 ... kP (Xn, Xn-1) ... kP (X2,xl)kP (xlbp)dxn... dxlPET\S n tn-tn-I t2-tl tj -to
0,(2) If o(ti : '-'for all ti E r, then J S17, r= is, where = Iti E 7 0(ti)
and a' is the restriction of a to '
(3) Otherwise choose a ti E for which o(ti) and let and o" be identical
with a except that a(ti) =V and a`(ti =+'. Then
JS, JS, r - S, r1
In the unconditional case, let
IfXil ... QS(xn k (Xn, Xn-1) ... k (X2, X1) Qs(xl) dSn... dsxi,Sr tn-tn-1 t2-tl
n
r Xi
i=1
22
where Qs(x = JVCS f2p(xV), and in Case (1) above we put
JSO" ' = 11 ... Qs(x,,)kp (x,,,x,,-,) ... kP (X2,X1)Qs(xi) dx,,...dxl.
PET\s tn-tn - t2-tl
rI 0
i=1
Theorem 31. Let 3-1) and 3.2) (resp. (3-l') and 3.2')) be satisfied. Then the
above formulas for M, define a consistent family of regular measures, and hence there
is a global conditional (resp. unconditional) measure on (OT, BT) for T to, oo)
(resp.R), such that
p(7r*(A,) = p,(A,),r
for all finite subsets of T A E BT(OT).
Proof. p, is finitely additive and we will show in Lemma 32 below that it is inner
regular. So, by Henry's Extension, p, can be extended to a Radon measure P on
Or. This can be done for each finite subset of T. It is easy to check that the
family of measures P'rJ is consistent in the sense of Theorem 22, which therefore
establishes the existence of the required measure p. F1
Lemma 32. pr is inner regular.
proof, Let A E A, - > be given. We need to find a compact subset C of '
such that y,(C > pr(A - E. We may assume without loss of generality that A is
of the form A = J7 UX(i) since any A E A,, can be written as a finite disjoint:=1
union of such.
n JJX - is compact iff each Xi is compact, andor(ti) = '+'for all i.Note that rii=l ,,(to
Our strategy will be first to replace each JX' X` Y where is a fi-S,(ti) wi U  1z +,
nite subset of \ and each is a measurable subset of H P ER kp, and then to
approximate Xi and with compact sets ±i and i`i. Equations 3.3) allow us to
write
JSO" r JSuIZr
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where the sum is over all 7 +, -} such that o(ti = +' * 01 (t = +,,
and
k7 I
OIZ, if ti = 1+1
k1 I if i = ai) -_ -,
OIZ, if j = ai = +,kki \
if i = V
0, 0 = _Tf Y I
1; r R, ) where Y(a, ') =
We define + : Ir * +,-} by + (ti) = '+'for all ti E r. We assign a degree to all
other a' by deg(a') k if and a = '+'for i < k. Thenk
n
+ + 41 JS U -X,
k=1 deg(al)=k
From the definition of it follows (in the conditional case) thatJ.O'U
ko (Xk-lXk-2) ...
tk- 1-tk 2
E JI6U,,Rr < H ...
deg(al)=k PET\SUIZ k-1
rI Ii=1
O (xjbp)dXk-1-
tj -to
.. dx,
kP (Xk
tk-tk- 1
.. kP (xibp)dxk.
ti -to
) Xk-1) .. dx,
E
3n'
for < k < n.
1 - ]I Qp(x)kP (xy)Qp(y)dxdy.
PET\SUR PXOP tk-tlEdeg(al)=i
IaJL1z <
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- H ...
PET\SU'R k 
i=l O p
< 1 H k P (x, bp) dx.
PET\SUIZ I' tto
Choose 1Z large enough that
la O (x, bp)dx > -
OET\SU'X ' t-to
In the unconditional case, we similarly obtain
Now
Qp(x)0 (xy)Qp(y)dxdy
p\opx kp tk-tj
Qp (x) k (x, y) Qp (y) dx dy > - 2
PXOP tj'-tj
= - 2 Qp(x)2dx.
P\OP
So using 3.2') and choosing sufficiently large, we may ensure that
(Xy)Qp(y)dxdy > -
tj 3n Qp(x) kPtk-1
for < k < n.
n
E 
k=1 deg(al)=k
-4 01+ -+JSO"'r "r is U'x .I E3 Ia,JL-R"In either case, we have
Finally, using the fact that ks x kx is a complete, separable metric space (and
therefore any finite measure on it is regular), we can choose compact subsets ±i of
Xi and ki of Yi (a, o) such that
-Tfxi} - 1fCi}S'r Sr E 6I.Iyi} - i << and TjY3 R, r JZ'r 3 
n
So C = 
i=1
X () k(i)ULn'+ is the required compact subset, and satisfies
- -Tf Xi}S'r x }17z i X iU R , I
E E E
3 3 3
= 
completing the proof of Lemma 32.
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PET\SUIZ OXOP
I p (A) - p, (C I = I f Xi} x Ja,,
,r
I s'Xr I is, -"ri I I I } -T-RV ir I I so" r 4)ffr+ - JS-U R, r I
4. p-Wiener Measure
We now give examples of families of Hamiltonian operators Hp that may be used
to construct measures in the manner described in 3.
4.1 Diffusions with 'Independent 'increments
Interest has been shown in diffusion processes on locally compact groups by math-
ematicians [Bin7l, Hey77, Tor7l], and on ultrametric spaces by physicists [BO89,
MP85, S85, Par931. Brownian motion is the most fundamental diffusion process,
and its definition has been extended to such exotic spaces as the Sierpinski gasket
[BP88] and other nested fractals [Lin9O].
Wiener measure is normally required to be supported on continuous paths, and
therefore cannot be defined on a totally disconnected space like kp. We can, however,
define a measure - which we call p-Wiener measure - that is analogous in the sense
of having independent increments and satisfying appropriate re-scaling conditions.
A natural analog on kp of the Laplacian is the operator Hp = F-'Hp.F, where F
is the Fourier transform and 'Hp is the (unbounded) operator of multiplication by a
suitable function hp : kp --+ R. We will use h(x) = IX12 to define p-Wiener measure,p
but the following lemma applies to a different class of functions h(x).
Lemma 40. Assume that hp(x) depends only on Jx1p, that it is an increasing
function of Jx1p, that limx--,o hp(x = 0, and CM is L2 for all t > .
Then condition 3.1) of 3 is satisfied, and we have 32) 4> Er=Thp(l < .
of e-tH;, -thp(,)Proof. The heat ernel kP(x, y) is the Fourier transform of ft(z = e
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evaluated at x-y. It is non-negative by the monotonicity of hjx1p). Furthermore,
dy =tkp(x, y)
P
tkP(x, 0)
P
kP(x, 0) dx >
ft (X - ) dy = lim ft (x = 
P X-0
dx = ft (x) dx = ft (x) dx,
P P
0 4* ' e- th P (x) dx > 11
PET P
--# E (1- e- th p (x) ) dx < o
PET 0
4=* E t hp(x) dx < o 4> 1: hp(l < oo El
PET P PET
Moreover
so 11
PET P
Example 1. h(x = x I'. This defines p-Wiener measure locally on each kp. How-P
ever , the SUM EPEThp(l) does not converge, so condition 32) is not satisfied -
p-Wiener measure cannot be defined globally on the whole ade'le ring.
Example 2 h(x) Ix II,) 2 This determines a kind of modified -Wiener mea-NP
sure which is similar to ordinary p-Wiener measure but rescaled in time. In this
case,
hp(l) Np-2 < ).
PET PET
So this family of modified p-Wiener measures satisfy condition 32) and can there-
fore be combined to define a modified p-Wiener measures on - an example a
conditional global measure , with basepoint b = and initial time to = 0, on the
path space of the ade'le ring of k.
Example 3.
if i < 0
if > 
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0,
hi =
i log(Np),
kt (x, y = Np -Np"-' + (Np - ) Npl-t (1 + Np'-t + ... + N(-1-1)(i _0 + Np 1)
1 - N-1(1-t) ti-t-I
= (Np - 1Np-t ( - Npl-t ) + 1 Np
1 Np-t 1 Np-t Np
Npl ) [ 1 - Np(-'+')(1-t) (1 Nplt) F
This determines a measure which is supported on paths that a.s. remain inside op.
i.e.
kP(x, 0) dx = , for all E qf , t > 
P
So condition 3.2) is trivially satisfied, and this gives another example of a global
path space measure, although in this case the paths a.sdo not range over the whole
of the adile ring, but only over the compact space ETf op. Moreover, each
operator Hp of Example 3 has a unique ground state p - namely the characteristic
function of op - and
Qp (x) kP (x, y) Qp (y) dx dy = , for all E qf, t > .
OXOP
So condition 3.2') is satisfied, providing an example of an unconditional measure
on the path space of RPETf P'
Lemma 41. p-Wiener measure has the following properties:
log kP(0, 0) 1tG) limt-0 log 2
or t-oo
Ot (x', 0) Jul-' O(xO), if X, U. XI t = U12.tt
Proof.
(i) We show equivalentl that A t < O (0, 0) B t for some > A > 
y t
-tNp2jNow kP(0,0 = (1-Np-')j: Npie
jEZ
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If x - ylp = Npl,
For the upper bound, we approximate this sum by the integral
00 I 11
Nple-tNP 2z dx -_ 71 -I
00 2 log Np
2 p2xo
The integrand has a unique local maximum of (2et)- at x = xo, where 2tN
so
7rlkP(0,0) < Bt-', where + (2e)-'t 2 log Np
-tNp2j -1/2To get the lower bound, we note that for j = LxoJ, Npie > N-1(2et)
so
t-1/2,kPO, 0 A where A = Np-1(1 - Np-1)(2e)-2
12
kPt (x', 0 = e- X(x'.  d
P
- t 1 112
= IUV e P X(x.')< = u1kP(xO). ElP P t
P
4.2 p-Wiener measure as a Poisson process
For later computations, it will be convenient to have a more concrete description of
the space of paths on which p-Wiener measure is supported. Recall that on kp we
have the ultrametric triangle inequality:
Ix + y1p max(jx1p, y1p).
Because of this, we are unable to follow the usual "bottom-up" approach to Wiener
measure, since it is not possible to build up a large displacement from a series of
small ones [Par88]. Instead we follow a 'top-down' approach and give the following
alternative model for p-Wiener measure, as a compound Poisson process:
Let ! be the space of triples c = Qnj}, t(.')} fx(.') ), where ni for i E Z, withI 
ni = for i sufficiently large, and ti) E 0, t], P) E Ix E kp : x p Np'},
for < < ni. Every c E ! determines a path w : [0, t] kp by
W(S) p)
iEZ t0<8j -
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This is an infinite sum, but in order to calculate u(s) to within an accuracy of Npk
we need to know only those P)'s for which i > k. Given numbers Ai such that
J
s = Fli>j Ai is finite for i E Z, we can define a measure on S as follows: If k E Z is
fixed, composition with the epimorphism 77(k) : kV -4kp/k(') gives a map Ir(k) fromV
f to the space fl(k) of step functions from [0, t] to the space kV lk(k), which has theV
discrete topology. The image of c under this map depends only on fni}, ft') and
-1JP)} for which i > k. Let 8(f2) be the algebra generated by 71 )(8(Q(k))). We
J (k
define a probability measure Z(kb on S(k) by
Z(k)c = -Ait(At)ni1t1-ni1k(i)1-n 1 k')dP)
la P
i>k 1<j<ni
In other words, the number of "jumps" of maximum size N p' is governed by a
Poisson process with parameter Ai (in the sense that the average number of them
in time t is Ait). By the same argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.1, there
exists a unique measure bc on !ft such that
bc = 0 (k)C, for all A(k) E B(S(k)).
A(k) M
The probability spaces (Q, B, Z) and (!ft, , b) define stochastic processes (W.) a E [Ot]
and (W3)8E[OtJ1 respectively.
Lemma 4.2.
(a) The processes (W,) and (fV,) have the same finite dimensional distributions.
(b) They satisfy the properties:
N Wo = 0 1
(1i) For any so < s I < ... < s,, in [0, t] the variables Wi - Wi-, are independent,
(Iii) For every e > 0, so E [0, tj lim,--+80 Prob(IW. - W.0 I > e) = 0.
(c) (W,) satisfies the additional property
(iv) For everyL E f2 the sample path s -4 fV.(c) is right continuous with left
limits.
Proof. Properties (i) and (ii) follow easily from the definitions of Z and
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So, for part (a), we need only show that the heat kernel k(x, y) of the diffusion
defined by W,) is the same as that for W,). We can calculate k(x, y) as follows: At
time t, we have an equal probability of being anywhere within NpJ of our starting
point - i.e. a probability density of Np-j within this region - if j is the largest
number for which nj 0. The probability of this event is (1 - e,\j t) ri,.j e-Ait.
So if x - y1p = Np',
kt(x, y) E (1 - e--\jt) Np- 1(e-Ait)
j>1 i>j
1: (1 - e-t'\j) Np-je-t-'j, where sj Ai
j>1 i>j
V ts
-Np-le-ts'-' + ( - Np-1) Np e-
which is the Fourier transform of e-th evaluated at x-y where, writing h(x = hi
if Jx1p = Np', we have hi = s-i and Ai = hi- - h-i), completing the proof of (a).
(iii) then follows from the formula for t (x, y), and (iv) from the definition of W., -
Lemma 43. There is a map 7 from to ! such that w = 7w agrees with on
dyadic rationals, and (W,,,.. I W$N = 0310 7 ... f3 N 0 7) for all I < ... < SN-
Proof. It follows from a result of J.R. Kinney (see [Tor7l], [Bin7l] and [Hey77]) that
for any stochastic process on a locally compact abelian group satisfying (i - -(iii)
above there is an equivalent process which also satisfies (iv). We give only those
details of the proof necessary to show that W, is the required equivalent process to
W.. Let t > be fixed and let D denote the set of dyadic rationals in the interval
[0, t]. Consider i E Z and let n = n(i) E Z by chosen so that
2n+1-i > 2 [ d 1=OUi(S) 2
ds
For each E f2l M E Z and k- E Z with < k < 2 n let
am E Z, 1 < i 2m : wk2 -nt +j2- m-nt) -W(k2 -nt+(j -1)2-m-nt) < Np'}.nk # -
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a' is an increasing function of m. Let ank(W) am (w).nk nk
[Note: ank(W) may be infinite.] We have
Prob(ank 2 lim 22m - Iui(2 -m-nt)2
M-00
* 2-2n-lt2 [ lim 2m+nt-I ui(2-m -nt 2
M-00
* 2-2n-lt2 d Ui(s)]2
17 I =0
Let A = lim sup Ai. Then
E A(Ai) 2 < .
i>1 i>1
Sol by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, y(A = 0. For E A, we put 77w = 0, while for
w E \ A we define L = q(w) as follows: Since A, there is a subsequence il
of Z such that Ai, for any il. Let i E Z be fixed and choose an ii i. Put
n = n(ij). For each dyadic subinterval Ink with ank(W = 1, let
-nt)ltnk = SUPIs E D n Ink : jw(s - w(k2 < Np
and let Xnk be the limit of w(s) as s approaches tnk from above through dyadic
rationals minus the same limit from below. (The existence of these limits follows
from our construction.) Then 1P)} is defined to be the subset of those Xnk forj
which jXnk I= Np and IA')} the set of the corresponding tk's.J?
Finally, by approximating each si with a sequence of dyadic rationals, we deduce
from Lemma 4. 1 (a) and a standard argument involving convergence of distributions
that 0(WS I... I W8N = (W-077 ... I WSN077)'
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5. Feynman-Kac Formula
Theorem 5.0. Suppose V : QP --4 R is continuous and bounded below.
Then for f , E L(kp),
)g) f p(O))e- f t V(,,(s)) dsgp(t)) bC.
(5.0) Y I e- t(H+V 0
Proof. The proof follows that of the usual Feynman-Kac formula (see Si79]). First
consider the case where V is compactly supported. Using the Trotter product
formula and Lemma 43,
tn-1 tj
Y7 e-t(H+V) g = lim f (w (0)) exp - E V(w (-))] g (W (0) OLO
n-oo nj=O n
tn-I tj
= lim f (L(O)) exp - E V(c(-))] gc(twbc-
n--+oo n nj=O
Now since the paths in are right continuous with left limits, and V is uniformly
continuous, the composition V o c is Riemann integrable, and
n-I tj t
t E V(L(-)) V (c (s)) ds as n ---+ oo for all c E f2-
n =O n
Moreover the integral in (5.0) is dominated by I f (c (0)) I I g (c (t) I e
(where V is a lower bound for V), and this function is L' since
IfP(O))119G4t))IbL < 00,
so an application of the Dominated Convergence Theorem yields (5.0).
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For general V, let if IXIV Npk,
V(x)'
Vk (X) 0, otherwise.
Letting k - oo, both sides of (5.0) converge by the Monotone Convergence Theorem
for forms and integrals, respectively, completing the proof of the theorem. F1
Corollary 5.1.
Taking the limit as f and g become delta functions centered at x and y, we see that
the heat kernel kt(x, y) of H + V is given by
kt (x, y = - f tV(Ca(s) da
(5.1) e o
CO(O) = x
,;;(t)=Y
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6. Oscillator Process on P
Given a locally compact abelian group G, together with real-valued functions v and
h on G and d, respectively, we consider the (unbounded) operator H on L(G)
given by
H = F-"HVr + V,
where F is the Fourier Transform and V and 'Hp are the operators of multiplication
by the functions v and h, respectively. If G is self-dual we may consider h to be
defined on G instead of 6 H reduces to the standard harmonic oscillator in the
case where G = Rn and v(x = h(x = X12.
The case of interest to us is where G is the p-adic field Qp, i.e. the completion
of in the p-adic norm xp = -ord W (p a prime). We will also assume that
the functions v(x) and h(x) are "radially symmetric" in the sense that they depend
only on the norm x1p of x.
Theorem 60.
Suppose that V is continuous, radially symmetric, bounded below, and that e` is
integrable for a t > 0. Then H is 0-summable and therefore has discrete spectrum.
Theorem 61. (Uniqueness and positivity of the vacuum.)
In the case where v(x = h(x = X12, the lowest eigenvalue xo of H is simple and
V
its eigenfunction Qp is positive definite.
Theorem 62. Taking H - xol and r2el kp of e-tH
Q = QP/IIQPIIL2, the ker.,
satisfies
2Q () dy < oo.
PET I'
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by Theorem 31, the family of heat kernels kp defines a path space measure
- analogous to the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process - on the ade'le ring of
Proof of Theorem 60. Put K = ko(xx < oo, where kot is the heat kernel of
.F-"Hp.F, and suppose that V is bounded below by V. Using the Feynman-Kac
formula 5.2),
e - f t VcZ;(8)) ds fot V(Ca(s) dakt(x, X) < 'bc + e b C
for all a E 0, t] for some -qE[Ot]
< K.e-tv(x) + e-tVO e -th-i
lxlp(l - Np-1)
where Ix Ip = Np j So
Tr e-tH kt (x, x) dx + kt (x, x) dx
P t,\Op
< K + K e-tv(x)dx + etVO E(l - e -th-i < 00. El
j>1
We use the notation ,C2(Qp) to denote the subspace of L(Qp) of functions f(x)
that depend only on the norm xp of x. We denote by 2(Qp) its orthogonal0
complement. We may take as a basis for 'C2 Qp) the functionsr
Ok (X) P- k/2 if IXI Pk
0 otherwise.
Note that the subspaces C ad'C2 are invariant under V, F and 'Hp, and hencer 0
invariant under H. So we may analyse the operator H on each of these spaces
separately. Let Hr and Ho denote the restriction of H to 'C2 and 'C2, respectively.
We calculate the eigenfunction decomposition of Ho in 7 and postpone to §8 the
analysis of the radial component, which depends crucially on the functions v and h.
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7. Orthogonal Component
For N > let S(N) be the pN-dimensional subspace of L 2(QP) of functions f with
the following properties:
G) AX = AY) if -ordp(x-y)<-N,
(ii) f(X = if - ordP(X > N.
We denote S(N) L2 n S(N) SO(N) =C2 n S(N).
r r 0
(N)) SO(N)) 2NThen dim(Sr 2N + 1, dim( =P -2N-1.
Let = UN>O S(N). Then is dense in L2(Qp). S(N) is not invariant under H,
but SO(N) is invariant under Ho. Indeed with respect to a suitably chosen basis the
restriction H (N) of Ho to S(N) will be given by a square matrix of size P2N - 2 - .0 0
(N C2(Qp) 2 QWhen we speak of Ho as an operator on 0 or L P), it is understood that
(N)p(N) p(N) S(N) W
we mean Ho 0 where is the orthogonal projection onto 1 e intend
to obtain Ho and e1(1ogp)H0 as direct limits as N - oo of the operators H (N) and0
-t(log p)H (N e 0 . Recall that a p-adic number c with -ordp(c = k can be written in
p-adic notation
C = ... C-3C-2C-ICO - lC2 ... Ck ,
where each ci is one of the digits 0, 1,... , p - 1 The functions f (c) in S(N) axe
those that depend only on ordp(c = k and on the digits ci with -N < i < N - .
As a basis we may take ( (b)' = (b-N ... bN-1)^), where
(b) 1 if - ordp(c < N and c = bi for - N < i < 7
0 otherwise.
We now define a family of functions (a) which are parameterized by a pairk1
of integers k I E Z I > 0, and a sequence (a) = ak-lak-1+1 ... ak) of digits
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a E lo, 1 'P - b with ak 0, by 7 (a) (b) = Ok-1-1(b - a), i.e.ki
(a) P(1+1-k)/2 if bip = Pk and ai=bi for k-l<i<k.
?7k1 (b)
0 otherwise.
'q (a) lies in the space S(N) if -N < k - I < < N - . It will be convenient toki
extend the definition of 7 (a) to the case where I = -1 and (a) is the emptyk1
string, as follows:
1-h
2 if bip = Pk
?7k( -1)(b) Vp-- 1
0 otherwise.
Given a sequence (a) = ak-jak-1+1 ... ak) of digits a E 0 , 'P- 1} with ak : 0
we define the sequences ao), (a') and (d) as follows:
(ao = Oak-1+1 ... ak) and (a) = (1 ak-1+1 ... ak) are obtained by replacing the
first digit of (a) by and 1, respectively. (ak-1+1 ... ak) is obtained by
removing the first digit of (a).
Finally we define the orthonormal functions ?k(') as follows:k1
O(a = (a _ +,)-I (,,(ao +
if I> ki ki ki k(I
O(a) (a) _ Vr-- -I ((a')If I= 0, k = kO _ kO + 7k(-I))
Notation. Since v and h axe radially symmetric, we write v(x = Vk if X = k,
and similarly for hk-
Lemma .O. The functions (O(a) ) are a complete set of eigenfunctions for theki
operator Ho, and indeed are simultaneous eigenfunctions for V and 1'Hp.F,
with eigenvalues Vk and h,-k, respectively.
Proof. Equivalently, we prove that O(a) is localized in both position and momentumki
space, in the sense that
O(a) (b) 0 if JbIp : Pkki
,p(O(a))(C) 0
and k1 if mp o 1+1-k.
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The first condition follows easily from the definition of ') For the second, wek1
recall that
(a)77k1 (b) = Ok-1-1(b - a) Ta)(Ok-1-1)(b)
where Ta) is a shift operator. In the case I > 1, T(77 (a)(C) = X(ac)01+1-k(C),ki
where X is the standard character on QP, and
T(O(a))(C)k1 = [X(ac - -,fp + l)-'X(a'c)] 0+1-k(C - ',fP + 1)-1 X(&C)01-k(C)
= [X(ac - Vp + 1)-'(X(aOc) + Fpx(Zic))] 01+1-k(C)
+ (VP + 1) -'X(aC (VfP01+1-k(C - 01-k(C))
The second term is clearly zero if ordp(c 5 1 + - k.
If ordp(c) > I - k, then 01+1-k(C = 0, so RHS = .
If ordp(c) < I - k, then X(ac = X(aoc = X(ac) so
RHS = X(ac) [ - Vp + I-'(l + p)] 01+1-k(C = 
So O(a,
ki )(c = if ordp(c) : I - k, as claimed. The case I = is similar.
O(a) of 'C2(OFinally we show that the functions ki span the whole 0 P). It is enough
to show that the span each S(') since the union S(N) of the S(N), s is dense iny 0 0 0
'C2 QP).
0
For a fixed N, k I and (a) must satisfy the following relations:
(1) < < - 17
(2) -N I < k < N - 17
(3a) If I = 0, ak E f2 ... 11,
(3b) If > ai E 0) 'P 1} for k - I < i < k and ak, ak-1 0-
The total number of dimensions spanned by these ')'s iski
2N-1(2N - 1)(p - 2 (2N- I - 10 - WPI-2 = 2N - 2 - .
So they span the whole of S(N)0
We are now ready to calculate the heat kernel of Ho.
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Theorem 71. If Jx1p 5 ylp, the kernel ko(x, y) of ,Ho is zero. Otherwiset
e- tv(Z) thi-k + k-j-1 I th(1+1-10 1XIP thl-jko (x, y = -- -1) E P e-t x1p (P 1=0 e ix-yip
where k = -ordp(x) and j -ordp(x-y).
If the function ft = e-th is locally integrable, this formula can be rewritten
e-th,-
ko (x, y = e tV(X) [!t(X - Y t(X _t -P-')Ixlpl.
Proof. We have
ko(x, y = X (a) (a) I e-tHo I 0(a) (a)
t k1 ki k1 ) (V)k I 
kl,(a)
V(a) (a) (y) e-t(vk +hi+,-k)
ki (X) OkI
kl,(a)
0(a)(X) and 0 a'(y) can both be nonzero only if ordp(x = ordp(y = -k and xk1 ki
y agree with (a) at least in their first I digits. If x : y, these conditions reduce
the above expression to a finite sum, and the formula for ko(x, y) follows from the
following
Lemma 72. For k = -ordp(x = -ordp(y > -ordp(x-y > -oo we have
I = ... (1)
0 < I < -ordp(x) + ordp(x-y) ... (2)
= - ordp (x) + ordp (x - y) ... (3)
> - ordp (x) + ordp (x - y) ... (4)
For k = -ordp(x = -ordp(y = -ordp(x-y > 
-P 1-k
(a) (a) Y = P - 1E Oki (X OM
(a) 0
if 10
if 0
... (5)
... (6)
40
'(p -2/p 1)p 1-k I if
0(a) X) 0(a) Y = (P - 1) pl-k , if
E k1 k1 1-k if
(a) -P I
0 1 if
Assuming lemma 72, we have (for k : j)
k-j-1
k'(x, y) )P1-k e- t(Vk+hl-k + 1-k e- t(vj.+hj+j-k) t(vk+hj-i)
t P (P P P
e-tv(x) k-j-1 1XIP thi-i
  [ - (  e thl-k + (p - E p'e -th(,+-k) e-
1XIP P-1 1=0 ix-YIP
If k j7
e-tv(x) th(I -thl-jk'(x, y) e- t(Vk+hl-k) -k) - e 7
t P 1 1XIP (P e I
nas required.
Proof of Lemma 72. We have already remarked that O(a)(X) and 0(a)(y) can bothki ki
be nonzero only if ordp(x = ordp(y = k and x & y agree with (a) at least in their
first I digits, from which Cases 4) and 6) follow immediately.
Case 1. Since k = -ordp(x = -ordp(y > -ordp(x-y), the k th digits of x and y
are equal. If the kth digit of x & y is 1, then for each of (p-2) possible choices of
(a) we have
1 
(a) (a) - T-
OkO (X) = OkO (Y) = VP- -- I
O(a) (a) Y =( I-k.from which E kO W O P - ) 
(a)
If the kth digit of x & y is not equal to 1, then
... (1)
i - k(p+ Vfp-1 - 2 )
V"P---- + VT --1 ,
I 
- 1 ) 2
13vp I -1 
for (a) = k th digit of x & y) ,
for the (p-3) other choices of (a).
V,( )X) )(a)(Y =
kO kO
Squaring and adding gives (1).
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Case 2 If the (k - 1th digit of x & y is zero, then for each of the (p - ) possible
choices of ak-1
1+1-k 1-k
,P(a) (a) y - (P 2 + 2 ) 1-k
k1 (X = V ki = -''F + 1 - p 2 
0 (a) X) (a) - 1)p 1-k.
E kO kO (Y = P
(a)
... (2)giving
If the (k - th digit is not zero,
(P + ""P- 1 P,2 IVP- + 1
-1 )PI-k
2 1
N/P'- + 1
if ak- = (k- 1)th digit of x & Y,
for the (p-2) other choices of ak-1-
0 (a) X = V (a) Y)
ki ki
Squaring and adding gives 2).
Case 3 Since I = -ordp(x) + ordp(x-y), the (k-I)th digits of x & y are not equal.
Let us first consider the case where one of these digits (w.l.o.g. that of y) is equal
to zero. Then
1 PI-k( + V/P 2 ,
O(a) ''F + 1
k1 W = -1 1-k
(TP -+1 2 ,
if ak- = (k _ th digit of x ,
for the (p 2) other choices of ak-1,
for all choices of ak-1 -
,Fp - - p - 2 )P 1-k = - P1-k ... (3)
Vfp- + 1
1-k
-p 2 V (a) Y =ki
So O (a) X) Ik (a) Y = - (P
Y k I k1
(a)
In the contraxy case, where the (k - I)th digits of x & y are both nonzero, then for
ak- = (k-Ith) digit of x we have
1-k
0 (a) Y = - 2
ki VP-+ 
a 1-k'0( )(X = ( + V - 1) F-
ki Vfp- + 1 1
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(P
O (a) X =
ki
O(a)
k I (Y =
1-k
+ /P -- 1 2 2
-1
VP---' (Vfp---- +
For (a) = k - 1)" digit of y we have
a - - 2011)(Y = (P + V - ')P,-k1
I IC(a) -p 2Ok W = -Vp + 1
1-k
- 2 -
V/P- + 1
O (a) X = (a)
kI ki (Y =For the other (p - 3 choices of (a),
PI-k
,2 (-2 (p + VIP -
(..,F + 1)
(a) X) (a) Y =E Oki k I
(a)
-k1) + (p - 3 = _PI
... (3)
Case 5. The kth digits of x & y are different.
(w.l.o.g. that of y) is equal to 1. Then
Assume first that one of them
if (a) = k th digit of x) ,
for the (p - 3 other choices of (a),
for all choices of (a) 
,/p -- + Ir 1VP
1-k
-1 ) 2 1
vp I + v I
i-k
-P T-
P1-k P1-k
P I
O (a) X) (a) Y =E ki ki
(a)
(p + V/p -- - 2 - (p - 3) ... (5)
(P 1)(V/P--  + 1)
Now assume the kth digits of x & y are not equal to one.
Then for (a) = kthdigit of x) we have
p + rp -- - 2 i-k
-p 2
V/P---l ( vp I 
0 (a) X =
kI O( a) Y =k I -P1)
I 
2
1-k(_p _
O(a) (a) Y = Np 2)
kI W Oki (p - 1)(Vfp -- 12so
The same expression holds for (a) = k th digit of y).
For the other (p - 4 choices of (a),
i-k
2O(a)(X = O(a)
ki kI (Y = r -VP - 1(,/rp--- + 1) 
Pi-k
(Y = P - 11
v. (a) X) (a)
1: ki ki
(a)
... (5)These combine to give
which completes the proof of Lemma 72.
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Example 1. h(x = v(x = X12 . Then
P
- t I X 12
ko (x, y = e P
t 1XIP
etP 2/jXjP 1 1
(1 P-,)Ixlp
where ft is the Fourier transform of e-th.
Example 2 h(x = v(x = -ordp(x).
Then the eigenvalue of H for 0 (a) hl+,-k = k + 1 + - k = I .
We calculate the heat kernel of Ho. If x1p 0 ylp, the kernel ko(xy) of e-t("gp)Hot
is zero. Otherwise, from the previous theorem, we have
)_1 -ord, W I t
P41-0 P_ k-t P
(P-ord,.(X:7y- )
-or
(P - 1)Pl-k-t + (P- 1)p-k-t E1=1ko(x, y =
_P _t
(P-')Ixlp
- P-t
(P-1)1X1P
P-11-0 P, [11 P 1XIP P_ t 1-t1XIP IX-YIP
+(1 - P-1)
1XIP (1-pl-t) -
(1 - P-t)
1XIP (1-pl-t)
_P _t + (1 - P-t) [1
(1 - P-1)1X1P 1XIP (1-pi-t
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- (IX-YIP) 1-ti )1-t
IX-YIP
- (IX-YIP ) 1-t .
8. Radial Component
Suppose is an eigenfunction for H, with eigenvalue x. Since must be radially
symmetric, we write w(Y) = Wk if lyl = k in the same way as Vk and hk- Using
the following formulas for the Fourier transforms of Lo and v:
P-1) E kWk - P-1 L4)-I+i,
k<-l
P-1 E Pk -IVVW VkL"k - P -1+IW-1+1,
k<-l
and putting j = -1 in the relation hjcj + Q = xcj , we obtain the formula
Wj+j(h-j + vj+l X) P-1) 1: k-j (h-j + Vk - X) Wk
k<j
If we assume x Spec Ho h _j + vj IE Z}, we may use the above equation
as a recursive formula for wj.
Let Sj = J:Pk Wk, Tj= EP kVkWk
k<j k<j
Then h-j + vj+l - X) Tj+j = h-j + pvj+l - x (p - 1)(h-j - x)vj+l Tj
Sj+1 P - 1 p(h-j - x) + vj+l Si
Lemma 8.0. H x E Spec H \Spec Ho then
0) 4M (j - xsj = J-00
410i) lim w = is finite nonzero and the convergence is b1--o-00
(Iii) H < x < 2 w > then - 2+41) L'O_ < W_1 L,, for I > 
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Proof. Since is in the domain of V, VQ E L(Qp). So vjw I < Cp-j/2 for some
C E R. Hence Sj is bounded and lim Sj exists. Moreoverj +00
Jim Tj = 1 - p-')-' lim.F(VQ)(y)
J--+00 Y-0
= (1 p')-' lim (xT(Q)(y - h(y))I(Q)(y) = x lim Sj,
Y-0 j--+OO
proving (i). For (ii), note that
( 1 +Vk - j+1 Wk-h-i + v+l )Wj+1 = (1 - P-1) E k-jk<j
Vj - Vj+1 Wj
(1 - P-1) h- + j+j )So LA;j+l =
Vk - Vj Wk
hj+j + vj - X-)+ ( -P-1) E P k-j Vk - Vj+1k<j-l (h-j + vj+l 
Now for j sufficiently small jWk I P k/2 and
< V4j+2
1 - P-1 '
Vk - j+j Vk - j
h-j+vj+,-xl + h-j+,+vj-xl
So I j+ _ W I < 4p4j+ 2. Thus w I is a Cauchy sequence, and approaches a limit
as j --+ -oo. Moreover the limit is nonzero, for otherwise choose small j such that
Wk < (I - pi) wj+,, for k < j. Then
Wj+1 < E k-j (1 P I+ 4j+2 )(1 - Pj) Vj+1
k<j
< Wj+j,
yielding a contradiction. To prove (iii), note: for < x < 2 k < j 2,
P 2j+2
< P-2j - 2
< V4j+2
- - p-4'
II (1 - 1 P4)
,.--I
10-1 -
LO
So for > 17 2+41> - b
VO
T+-v - 2
I
rI (1 p4j+2_1 p- f)j<-2WO > 1W- nFor I = , 2> -
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Vk - j+j
I h- + v+l - I
From now on we choose to normalize so that lim = Let1-00
Sj Rj (b, x),
V Sj Rj (b, x),
. > j 
< 
j 0
j < Qj (b, x =
b.Tj Rj (b, x),
Pj (b, x = Tj Rj (b, x),
where R = and
( + vi+l ) Ri,
( + j+j ) Rj,
h-j
Rj+j =
j 0,
i < 1.
Then
Pj+1
Qj+1
where for j 0
with M = I+Aj+A'.], j
A = 1
Vj+j
Al = 1 bh-j
3 Vj+j 0
while for j < we have
0-1 h-jvj+l (1 - b)
bvj 1
A = 1h-j
In the case where hj = vj = p 2j for i 0,
-xb 2j+3 -xbj(l-b)
Aj = bj+1 (1 - b) -xb 2j I I
PO
Q0 ,So = UN
where the matrices are multiplied from right to left in order of increasing j.
If hj = v = p for j < , we have
Al =i
b-4j-3
0
-1
U-N = H M,j=-N
PO
Q0
.P-N
= -N Q-N and
where this time the matrices are multiplied from left to right in order of decreasing 
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= Mi Pi IQj
-xb vj+l (1 - b)
-xb-1
P vj+lh-j(l-b)
b-1 h-j
-xb
b-j-1 (1 - b)
-x -xb-j-1 vj+l (1 - b)
bJ (1 - b) -x
Al = 1 b-lvj+lj h-. 0j
b4j+3 b3j(1 - b)
Al 4j+1i 0 b
N
UN = 1 MJ,
j=O
PN+1
QN+1
-xb -2jAj =
b-3 (1 - b)
-xb -5j-3 (1 - b)
-xb -2j I
b-3j-3 (1 - b)
b-4j-1
Lemma 8.1. The matrices JUN} and JU-N} each form a Cauchy sequence and
hence approach limits U and (resp.) as N --+ oo. Moreover, U and are
continuous functions of x. If < x < 2 then UN, U+, U are invertible.
Proof. We treat only U (the proof for U- is similar). For j 0,
JjAj IIHS < X + bl, IIA'-IIHS < i+'.I
Replacing each term by a bound on its Hilbert-Schmidt norm, and noting that the
convergence of the infinite product
00 00 IxI + 2b
fj(l+ 1xIbj +20+1) follows from that of the sum Exlbj +2bj+I)
1 -bj=O j=O
we see that the infinite product converges absolutely. For the derivative,
N N
11 dx IHS < Eb k ]1(1 + IxIbj + 20+1) 2 j(1 + IxIbj + 2bj+').
k=0 j:Ak j=0
This sum is uniformly bounded as N --+ oo, so by the dominated convergence
theorem, U is a continuous function of x. Finally, if 0 < x < 2 IMo - III < and
jIMj-III < b-' for alli > 1. So detUN 0 for any N and detU+ 0 0. r_1
Let Ub (x) denote the (i, j)t' entry of UU+. 1
Lemma 8.2. Suppose x < 2. Then x E Spec H, 4=* bl 2 (X) = 0.
Moreover every eigenvalue in this region is simple.
Proof. If X E Spec H, x < 2, then limj__.,,.(Ti - xSj) = 0 by lemma 8.0, so
Ubl2(X) = liM pN = liM ( ). liM QN- lim bN = X. U22 (X). = .
N--+oo N-.+oo bN QN N-oo N-oo
Conversely, suppose Ub12 (X) = 0 and x < 2. In fact we may assume that 0 < x < 2,
because if x < then each matrix Mj has all positive entries, so Ubl 2 (X) > .
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U is invertible by lemma 6 1 So 622(X) 0 . Moreover JM'
IJPNI < Kb N for some K E R (N sufficiently large). Hence
- III < bN-1 So
lim TN = lim RN)-' lim (b -NpN)
N-+oo N--+oo N-oo
is finite.
Thus and VQ are L' functions, so is in the domain of H and is therefore
an eigenfunction of H with eigenvalue x. Let be a corresponding eigenfunction,
normalized so that O = .
H ( + j+j )j<-l h-jR = lim R-N =N--+oo is finite,
and since WN _ 1 + O(P-4N)
lim b-N S-N = SON-oo
as N --+ oo, we have lim T-NN-oo = and
PO
Q0
P-N
Q-N = R U 0- - I = ( lim R-N) ( liM U-N) liMN-oo N-oo N---+oo
Hence is uniquely determined by the following relations (N > ):
PN
QN
= U- PO
-N Q 
Lemma 83. The lowest zero x of Ub" is in the range 2 - < x < 2.
Proof. We have already remarked that U2(X > for x < . Suppose < x < 2.b -
Explicit calculations reveal that
4
1 mij=-311 mij>5 1 mi
=
fb(x) + 0(b 3) 1 + 0(b6)
0(3) 0(b4)= 1 + 0(b-5)0(b5)
where f(x = 2 - 2b + 4b 3 + X_l - 4b 2 2b 3 - b 4 + X2 (2b2+ 40 - 4X30.
From this we can show that I 6 2 X _ f X < V. The result follows, noting that
fbl(x < 0, f(2 - 3b) > 2, and f(2) -b 2.
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PO P-N
= UN Q0 I Q-N
O(P) 0(3)
1 + 0011) 02)
0(b 6 
1 + 0(b 6 I
Proof of Theorem 6 .
By lemma 70, the spectrum of Ho is bounded below by p 2+ 1. By lemmas 82
and 83, the lowest eigenvalue x of H is in the range 2 - < x < 2 Let be the
corresponding eigenfunction, normalized so that O = 1. Now H commutes with
the Fourier transform F, so FQ AQ for some A with A' = .
But Q(y) dy Q(y) dy > 0, so A = .
Since wj > for < and Wk for k < j, it follows that = > F1
Proof of Theorem 62.
We use lemma 8.0, part (iii). For I > 0 , w- > - 2+41 So
IIQPIIL > QP (Y)2 dy (1 - b) E(l - b 2+41)2P-1 > 1-4b 2
P 1>0
F6rj>1,wj=Lj=(1-b) F, P"W"-P-jw-j+j<bj-bj(1-2b 4j-2 < 2b5j-2.
V<-j
So
QP(Y)2 dy (1-b)E(2b5j-2)2pj < 4b".
Jk,\op j>1
Thus, letting f2p = /jjQPjjL2,
- 2 4P-5NW dy < 1 - 4p-2 < ,
PET "\0 P
completing the proof of the theorem.
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